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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300) 

 

 

 

 

Above: f/1.4 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. Neither lens out-resolves the D300 sensor at f/1.4. The colored lines can be compared as long as 

they are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line pairs). 
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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. Nikon AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300) 

 

 

 

 

Above: f/2 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. Neither lens out-resolves the D300 sensor at f/2. The colored lines can be compared as long as they 

are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line pairs). 
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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. Nikon AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300) 

 

 

 

 

Above: f/2.8 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. The 50mm f/1.4D lens out-resolves the D300 sensor at f/2.8, the 50mm f/1.4G almost. The 

colored lines can be compared as long as they are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line pairs). 
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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. Nikon AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300) 

 

 

 

 

Above: f/4 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. Both lenses out-resolve the D300 sensor at f/4 over a large part of the image. The colored lines 

can be compared as long as they are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line pairs). 
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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. Nikon AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300);  

 

 

 

 

Above: f/5.6 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. Both lenses out-resolve the D300 sensor at f/5.6 – the f/1.4G is a touch better in the corners. The 

colored lines can be compared as long as they are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line pairs). 
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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. Nikon AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300);  

 

 

 

 

Above: f/8 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. Both lenses out-resolve the D300 sensor at f/8 – the f/1.4G is a touch better in the corners. The 

colored lines can be compared as long as they are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line pairs). 
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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. Nikon AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300);  

 

 

 

 

Above: f/11 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. Diffraction starts to impact resolution on the D300 sensor at f/11 – nothing to worry about 

though. The colored lines can be compared as long as they are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line 

pairs). 
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Nikon AF 50 mm f/1.4D vs. Nikon AF-S 50 mm f/1.4G on DX cameras (Nikon D300);  

 

 

 

 

Above: f/16 sharpness (f/1.4D lens top, f/1.4G lens bottom); the dotted lines represents the theoretical D300 

resolution. Diffraction limits resolution on the D300 sensor at f/16 to a large degree. The colored lines can be 

compared as long as they are not exceeding the Nyquist frequency (1500 line pairs). Overall, there is little 

difference between the lenses on a DX camera.  


